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BIG MONDAY

,

wide-awak-

NO. 8.

T

Next week promises to be the
week in Clayton of the spring
season. In the first place it is the
first Monday in the month, or BIG
MONDAY.
It is a great and good
habit that the' people of the county
andNcounry surrounding have of coining to town on the First Monday of
the monthsand there understand that
their neighbors, such of them as 'do
not get to town every week or often-e- r,
come, and will be seen in Clayton on that day. It is this day that
e
business farmer gets
the
to town with his fine chickens, cows,
or hogs, where buyer and seller get
together, not only in the stores but
everywhere there is some one who
has something to sell and someone else
who has something to buy. We look
forward to this day as the one on
which we can sell what we have to
scll or buy what we have to buyJ
Now this Big Monday is not to end
with Monday but to continue all
through the week. This is court week
and we are not sure as to how long
it will last, may be two or three
"weeks, but there is to be a great gathering in Clayton next week and everybody and his brother will be here.
e
to this
The merchants are
and are bringing to you, Mr. Buyer,
through the columns of your County
Paper, the very things that you are
in heed of and this is the very time
to look carefully over your papers
before coming to town. Do some of
your shopping before you come, and it
will not take you so much time when
you get here. It will surprise you
how much shopping, real shopping,
you can do in your county paper. Our
columns are full of good things for
you. Our merchants have dope' their,
best i.u roach you and tell you of the
quality, of their wares. Stady your
paper carefully, then come to town
(and don't forget to come) and you
will nut regret the time that you spent
in informing yourself before starting
on your buying campaign.
Big Monday will be a real big day
and maybe it will be a big week. Meet
us in Clayton, on the day and date
aforesaid.
wide-awak-

1916.

ABOUT THAT BAND
TO OUR CUSTOMERS

during the next week you will receive a state-- t
of the amount due on subscription. The statement will
also contain a sufficient amount to set your subscription ahead
for a reasonable length of time. We have been to a great deal
of expense since coming here in order to make for you as
subscriber and for the city and country at large a better
CLAYTON CITIZEN. As to what extent we have made a success in this matter, you . ave the judge. We are willing to
leave it up to you. Among our heaviest expense has been the
purchase of our new Linotype - machine. It would be utterly
impossible for us to give you anything like the paper that we
are and take care of our ever increasing job and ad work
without the aid of ' this machine. It not only makes for efficiency in the matter of caring 'for our work, in saving of time
and labor, but it is much to your credit too, as it gives to
you, at your disposal, the SERVICE of an
news and
job office where your orders can be handled with dispatch, and
this, to you, to the community is worth a great deal.
There are three7 distinct departments to the newspaper
proposition. The one is the Job Department, another the Advertising Department, and the other the Circulation or subscription department. Each is distinct within itself. Let us explain. If you were raising wheat, oats and corn on your farm
and you had to take from your profits, if any, your wheat and
oats each year to pay the expense, get me, the expense of cultivating the corn crop, how long would you continue to raise corn?
If our merchants were to take from one or two departments of their
business to pay the expense of keeping up the others, or some one
feature of their business, how long do you suppose, if he was an
in. Clayton.,, that he wquld
business man such as
continue to carry in stock some fine of goods or some department of
his work that was an expense to him, or that yielded him no return?
Not very long. You get the point. There is naught but folly for one
to think of conducting modern business along these lines. This belongs to an age long past. Our manner and methods of doing business are up to the minute, in this day and age, and every successful
business man runs his business according to some fixed plan and system. He must do it in order to be able to compete with his fellow
Sometime

up-to-da-

te

up-to-d-

ate

wc'eere

man.
President Wilson on Advertising
Contained in the following letter to
the President of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World.
The White House
October 11, 1015
My dear Mr. Houston:
Advertising is a factor of constantly increasing power in modern busi-

Now here is the whole thing in a nut shell. Our subscription
department is in mighty bad shape. It came to us just as it is. We
don't want to bore you. This is the first word we have said about
We don't want to be forever nagging away through
delinquency.
the columns of the paper on delinquents. We wont. On the other
hand, we want and must have the money, and we believe that you
will meet this promptly, as a business man would meet any other
just obligation.
We believe that you appreciate the paper. We know that we
appreciate your patronage, in every department of our newspaper
work. We hope and believe that our future associations shall
be as mutually agreeable as has the past. With best wishes for the
success of every subscriber, for a greater Union county, and a bigger
and better. Clayton, I am,

ness, and it very vitally affects the
public in all its phases, particularly
since the mediums for the dissemination of advertising have increased so
remarkobly in recent years. For business men, therefore, it is of the utmost importance that the highest
standards should be applied to advertising as to business itself.
The country is to be congratulated
on the work of the Associated Advertising Clubs to establish and enforce a ode of ethics based upon candid truth thai shall govern advertising methods, and the effect of its work
Should be of the greatest benefit to
the country. It nngiirs permanence
and stability In industrial and distributive methods, because it means
good business judgment, and more
F. II. Clark to Mineral Wells
than that, it indicates a fine conception of public obligation on the part
of men of business, a conception that
Mr. F. H. Clark, our telephone man
is one of the inspiring things in our ager,
has been trouDiea in no smau
outlook upon the future of national way for the past several weeks with
development.
rheumatism. The trouble came, proCordially and sincerely yours,
bably, as a sequence to his fall of a
WOODROW WILSON,
short distance from a telephone pole
o
on which he was working. This caus
Mr. Chas. Hovey, an old time friend ed him to give up his work for a few
from across the Panhandle, and one clays and he seemed to be recovering
of the staunch young business men nicely when he became affected with
and farmers of the Barney country, that most peculiar of all maladies,
was a city visitor on Tuesday and rheumatism. That something that
Wednesday of the week and took din- hits you here, gives you a jab there,
ner with "Ye Editor" on Wednesday. goes running up and down your spine,
your limbs, ow stopping here, now
J. I. Case, Racine Jr. Lister is the there, and then, some time, just as
best on the market. For sale by H, unexpectedly as it came, gradually
Herzstein Seed Co.
tf. leaves you and is gone.

Very respectfully,
1 HE EDITOR.

He left Sunday for Mineral Wells, New Speed Record Made on Wireless
Texas, where he will remain for some
Chicago, Feb. 29. A speed of 200
time, or until he shall feel himself
words a minute, said to be a high
sufficiently convalescent to return.
speed record for wireless transmis
0
sion, has been accomplished by the
Coming
Dr. S. A. Bright
wireless station at the Great Lakes
s
Naval Training school, North Chicago
Dr. S. Alonzo Bright, District Supt.
through the use of a transmitting re
of the M. E. church, will make his reg- ceiving
machine at a private station
ular visit to the church at this place here, it was
announced today.
on Saturday and Sunday, March 11
Thirty words a minute has been
and 12. On Saturday night at eight considered
a fast record previously
o'clock, he will be the guest at a
according to officials at the station.
Methodist Men's Banquet, to be held
o
at the Pullman Cafe. All men and
M. L. Sovil, one of the leading cit
friends of the church are cordially izens
of the Sedan country, was i
invited to be present.
city visitor on Tuesday of this week,

And WHAT about that band?
It has been our impression for some
time that Clayton should and could
have the best band in this or any
other rart of the stato. That we have
the material here is not a question at
v r.h us no v, f ir since we tculc
a little time to "navigate" around, we
made a catch of about twelve or fifteen band men, experienced men, on '
the very first drag and which indi- - '
cates that if we go after it with the
vim characteristic of our city in do- - '
ing things, we shall be able to get '
together a mighty good substantial
bunch of fellows that will do credit '
'

to the city and themselves .as well. ;
We need such an institution and wo ;
have no fear a( all but tfent business' )
men of the town and in fact every
good citizen would give all tho necessary support, both fiimneM ond other-wisto bring this organization about
and keep it in a good going way. A
concert given an evening or two during the week would be beneficial to
the town in more ways than one.
'
We would like to hear from the local
talent on this question and if you
are interested, come in and say so, '
and let someone call a meeting and we
will get together.
"Yours truly"
learnetto carry a horn some time
since, and if we can stall along and
assist the boys in making up for numbers, we can go again. We want to
see a band in Clayton and will give
it all the support of personal assistance and publicity necessary to put
'

e,

'.

it

going.

CONDENSED

WAR NEWS

"Tri" the' ' crPnt ' WiTp
tvulrlnu!
around Verdun, in which half a mil
lion men are engaged between the
Champagne and Neuville to the the
west, the fortified works of Hardu-mon- t,
to the east of fort Douaumont,
have been captured by the Germans.
Rerlin also claims to have captur
ed the Cote de Talou, to the west of
Douamont,
but, according to the
French official statement, the artillery
fire coming from both sides rendered
this position untenable for either the
French or Germans.
The French are hurling attack after
attack upon the Douaumont positions
held by the Germans, who are declured
to be maintaining themselves with a
great deal of difficulty, but at Woevre
region, to the east of Verdun, tho
French advance posts have been

Large reinforcements are being
brought up probably by both forces
anu it is reporteu mat the unuan
lines are being extended in Belgium
and France in order that' French
troops may be withdrawn for the Verdun battle.
Marine disasters are again a fea
ture of the news. Several Bteamers
have been blown up by mines and it
is believed that the recent great storm
along the coast of England and in the
North Sea has set powerful mines
adrift.
The Peninsular and Oriental steamer Maloja, the mail steamer Mecklenburg, the steamer Empress of Fort
Williams, and the steamer Birgit have
been sunk, three of them by mines.
The French steamer Trignac, has been
lost in the North Sea, two explosions
splitting the vessel apart The Maloja
went down off Dover and more than
forty persons lost their lives. The
loss on the Trignac is estimated at
twenty-siIn addition, it is confirmed that the British steamer Fast-nhas beeh sunk in the Mediterranean by a submarine.
x.

et

Mr. Phil Mann, an old timer in Union county and well known citizen, is
here from Albuquerque on a short
visit He and sons are engaged in
.the garage business at that place.

Mrs. Edgar Shorman and sons of
Trinidad, have come to this city to
0
make their home.
Mr. Sherman is
Mr. Harmon Fox of Des Moines, was
Hftldsworth can put that watch of engaged as foreman of the News force
a city visitor the first of the week yours in order. With City Drug Storo. at this time.
'

i

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN

The Clayton Citizen
Subscription

$1.00

the Year

E. E. PLANK
Editor and Owner

Advertising ratos on application
One of the features of the efficiency
of the merchants of Clayton is the
fact that several of them have rest
. tooms
arranged in their places of
business which are for the use and
comfort of their patrons. This is one
thing that should be remembered at
as there will
. this time particularly
in the next
town
in
people
many
be
Couple of weeks from a distance and
the convenience of a rest room or rest
rooms at their disposal, is a real feature. We often wonder if you and I,
Mr. City Man, do not forget that this
or that mother has ridden thirty,
forty miles, perhaps, in a wagon, and
that the children are tired and worn
out after a long ride and that for
could go and
(Some place where thi-while, for
little
a
for
home
at
feel
rest, to bathe hands and faces, to rearrange clothes, would be a boon to
many a weary soul. Lest we forget,
can we not all do our utmost to make
our customers comfortable and feel
at home with us, particularly in the
next couple of weeks, B3 there will
lie a great many here from a distance.
Would it not be a "feather in our
bonnet" if when our friends and customers from a distance, after going
kome should say of Clayton and her
merchants and business men, that the
trip was enjoyed, that every' one
seemed to be so accomodating and
congenial and to look after our needs,
that it was a real pleasure to trade
in Clayton. We can make it that way.
Make it a point. It is worth while.
o

We have been wondering for some
time whether or not the time is close
at hand when the enterprising citizens
rf the ton-- would begin to talk of a
Y. M. C. A. building in some form.

of any great majority of the people.
that the matter of the
location, though Important, In some
features, in matters of drainage, convenience for sewerage and sanitation,
plenty of room, and so forth, is the
biggest thing in the matter of the
building.
The matter of the site, in
our judgment, will soon be forgotten,
but the matter of getting our money's
worth, is the thing that will be remembered, long, after the particular
site has ceased to be discussed..
We want everything that we can
get in this for the money expended,
and then' we will find that the amount'
we have to put into this is not going
to be more than three or four times
as large a3 the court house. Not by
any means.
Another thing that we ought to be
concerned about is that the work of
construction be gotten under way as
soon as possible. It will take several
months to complete a building such
as this one will be and if we are until
the first of July getting started, we
will be tremendously handicapped
when the time comes for school to
open this fall.
Another important thing for the
school board to consider along with
the matter of a building is the matter
of a school faculty and teachers for
the coming year. The building does
not make the school, nor does it bring
our system up to the standard. It
takes something else to do this. We
want to have at the disposal of the
pupils of our city and county the best
grade and high school in the state,
and in order to do this, it is imperative that our school board have their
"ear to the ground" to get the best
in the land in way of extra teachers
to carry on our schools.
Here's hoping that the best may be
had in every respect and in every department of the school life of the city,
and that in a year from now we shall
all be proud of the location, the building, the school system, the teachers,
and if it is not asking too much the
We do not think

The Officers and Directors of the

First National Bank
Of Clayton, New Mexico

Of Clayton, New Mexico
EttMlshtd 1901

EitaltiihcJ 1906

Cimarron County Bank
of Kenton, Oklahoma
EilablhhtJ 1908

WISH TO EXPRESS TIIEHl APPRECIATION JOF
PAST FAVORS AND SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

Fifteen Years of Service and Growth
25,000.00

Investment, 1901
Investment, 1915,

200,000.00

Total Business, December

1, 1901

183,639.62

1,210,445.25

Total Business, Dec. 1, 1915
Personal Wealth of Stockholders, at least
Money brought in by our
ed Financial Institutions
help in the development
tween August 3rd, 1901,

board.

We have heard it mentioned but have
o
rever heard it discussed to any great
again when
The
is
approaching
time
xtent, but the need of some such
.place for the young men and old men the matter of roads will be a .subject
of the town to get together every day, for consideration among the rural
to take a certain amount of exercise, people, as well as the city. The subis much felt at this time and much ject is one that has had as much pubtalked .of. The proposition could be licity in the past few years as any
made lis near self supporting at this one subject pertaining to both farm
time as could be made anywhere, pro- and city life. The progress made in
bably, for the reason that there is the matter of good roads throughout
First, it
such a strong ileua;.d for rooms they the country is phenomenal.
then state-wid- e
and
would all be taken and at a good fig- was county-widand the matter of an
ure, all of the time. This may sound now nation-widlike a dream but we are destined to ocean to ocean highway is soon to
be a reality here and that in the near be a reality, not just an ordinary dirt
future and if we talk about some of road, if you please, but a rock road
the good things, and the larger things and the time will not be long until
that every reasonably good sized city this is to be done. Thi3 is not done
does, in this day and age, we will at by one move alone, but by
If we can have a perfectly good
once conclude that the matter of a
Y. M. C. A. building is not an impos- wagon and auto road across the consible thing for the town within the tinent, then we can have passable, ser
next five years at the outside. It is viceable roads right here in Union
often said that the young man that county in any direction from Clayton
never sees in his dreams, pictures of' that we want to have, if we will work
It is
fine offices, office furniture and build in harmony and
inga will probably always be working fair that the cities in every country
kind. So should lend to the support of good
at the common,
it is with those who build a city. We roads but on the other hand it is not
must be optimistic or we never in 8 fair shake for the country people
the world will get by. Optimism is!t0 8lt aslde and expect the cities to
of all
faith and faith is the thing that puts 1,0 t a"- - We need
the power in us to accomplish.
Got the people in the worthy enterprise
a hunch along the line of a reading and everyone should lend a hand. If
room, a gym room, a sort of miniature we have not the road money available,
Y. M. C. A. as it were? Bring it to donation work goes a great deal farthe surface and let us hear what you ther and is more appreciated anyway
and we will all feel better for having
think of some such plan.
made the effort.
The question of the location for the
school building is one that is being
We understand that petitions are
aired out about as much the past few out asking the allowance by the board
days as any other matter and yet it of County Commissioners of a suffiseems to be somewhat complex.
If cient amount which, added to that
there is any one in town who is able supplied by the state and government,
to put his finger cn a location that to employ a county demonstrator for
will meet with the approval of a very the county. As to whether or not
strong representation of the citizens the people of the county want this
of the town we have failed to hear of or not will be indicated as soon as
the words of approval. We, each of the petitions are in. Copies of the
us, have a place in which we think petition can be had by addressing this
that there is merit, and in fact, there office, as one has been left here for
is not a place in all the town that signatures and we would be glad to
;nq 'jbj os pauouoiu pjuaij oabu. om provide a copy or. copies of the same
what HAS merit. The matter of to any that would wish them. This
placing it is not a job that is coveted is a
proposition, the office
in the least by "yours truly," and we will be filled by one who is a gradhope and feel that our criticism should uate of the state agricultural college.
be handed out with much thought and He must have been reared on a farm
consideration. Our last week's article and before being given the appointwas not meant in any way to influence ment should have had several years
any one in the location of the build- experience since leaving college. In
ing, but merely to bring a little pub- this particular it would seem that the
lic sentiment to the surface, which it State Agricultural College is more
seems to have accomplished. We said than anxious to give to the people of
before, and. we say again, that per- the various counties of the state the
sonally, we have no choice whatever best service to be had, in view of their
in the matter as it would at this time, consideration of the importance of the
to the best of our knowledge, be most office. He will be selected by and
.
.
J .
.41
unpoMiDie to select a site and Bay through the advice of the Department
that this or that place is the choice of Agriculture of the state, and not

Union County Trust
& Savings Ass'n

1,000,000.00

President, from Outside Incorporat,for the use of our customers, to
of this section of the country, be7,417,876.62
and December 1st, 1915

CONSERVATIVE

STRONG

y'.rr

EXPERIENCED

fr

e,

e,

'

only this but the state college stands
ready at all times to give the county,
through its agent, any assistance possible, and in our opinion we are headed the right direction on the Farm
Demonstrator proposition.
Petitions should be in as soon as
possible as the time is here or soon
will be, when he is of the greatest
service to the County, that of the
spring planting a cultivating and
seeding season and if we do have him
here, we wont want him to come when
it is too late to give us all the service
possible.

Petitions signed and sent to this
receive careful attention and
will reach the proper hands.
office will

Hugo Lowenstern, merchant, O. O.
Gragg, bank cashier, E. F. Snyder,
real estate man, all of Nara Visa, and
Frank Mullen of Cone, and H. A.
Nachtrieb, of Rosebud, were among
the Clayton visitors today, Thursday.
They were here, among other things
to receive a new automobile to be delivered to them from Raton. Mr. Snyder made the Citizen office a pleasant
call, complimented the recent appearance of the paper very highly, and
left an order for job work, which
was prepared post haste and delivered
to him before his return home.

Mangelsdorf

Bartlett Nuptials

Married, on Tuesday, February 29,
home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mangelsdorf, of
near Sedan, Miss Emma Sophia Man
gelsdorf to Ivan Carl Bartlett. Mr.
and Mrs. Bartlett are among the leading young people of the Sedan country, and the Citizen wishes them a
long and happy life.

at the

This is the finish of this week's
issue. We might print another page
or two and talk about Isaacs' new
building, that U. S. Government
building, the new high school, the big
republican victory that is sure to come
this year, the growth of the town, the
efllciency(?) of the present adminis
tration, but we must close this issue
in nnfoi

V.

other big one nex week.

.

....

METHODIST NOTES

Why She Why do they call thia
soup
puree de Jackson?
Morning: Sunday school, 10:00.
you see, Jackson is the
Preaching at 11:00 a. m. Subject,
name
of
the
chef and he had a hand in
"Do we take our religion seriously?"
Evening: Preaching 7:30, Subject it. Harvard Lampoon.
He-We-

"The Elder Brother."
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday

Even-

NOTICE

OF CONTEST

ing 7:30.

Rev. Autho P. Gaines, Pastor

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Clayton, N. M., February

25th, 1916.
NOTICE OF CONTEST
To Anna Bell Bingham,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Clayton, N. M., February of Clayton, N. M., Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Aubrey
25, 1916.
To Ross McKinney,
of Se- C. Lehr, who gives Clayton, N. M.f
e
as his
dan, N. M., Contcstee.
address, did on JanYou are hereby notified that Clar- uary 31, 1916, file in this office his
ence Wallace, who gives Sedan, New duly corroborated application to conMexico, as his post-offiaddress, did test and securo the cancellation of
on January 28th, 1916, file in this your homestead entry,
serial No.
office his
duly corroborated appli- 018395, made August 31, 1914, for
cation to contest and secure the can E 2 Section 20, Township 26n.,
cellation of your Homestead Entry, Range 33e., N. M. P. Meridian, and
Serial No. 014524, made April 23, as grounds for his contest he al1912, for S 2 SW
Section 10, leges that Anna Bell Binghajn has
Township 2 In., Range 36e., N. M. P, failed to comply with the requirements
the law as to residence, improve- Meridian, and as grounds for his con- -'
test he alleges that Ross McKinney ments and cultivation, and has aban-ha- s
failed to comply with the re- - doned said land for more than six
quirements of the law as to residence, months last past
improvements and cultivation and has ' And that she has filed said land and
the head of a family, as she is
never established residence upon said 's
land, and has abandoned said land for a married woman and living with her
husband, in the same community and
more than six months last past.
You are, therefore, further notified has no divorce,
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will that the said allegations will be taken
be canceled without further right to as confessed, and your Baid entry
be heard, either before this office or will be canceled without further right
on appeal, if you fail to file in this to be heard, either before this office
office within twenty days after the or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
FOURTH publication of this notice, office within twenty days after the
as shown below, your answer, under FOURTH publication of this notice,
oath, specifically responding to these as shown below, your answer, under
allegations of contest, together with óath, specifically responding to these
due proof that you have served a copy allegations of contest, together with
the name of the postoffice to which due proof that you have served a copy
ant either in person or by registered of your answer on the said contestant
either in person or by registered mail.
mall
You should state in your answer
You should state In your answer
of your answer on the said contest-yo- u the name of the post office to which
desire future notices to be sent you desire future notices to be sent
to you.
to you.
Paz Valverde, Register
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Date of 1st publication Mar. 2, 1916 Date of 1st publication Mar. 2, 1916.
Date of 2nd publication Mar. 9, 1916. Date of 2nd publication Mar. 9, 1916.
Date of 3rd publication Mar. 16, 1916. Date of 3 rd publication Mar. 16,1916
Date of 4th publication Mar. 23, 1916., Date of 4th upblication Mar. 23, 1916.
2)

7)

post-offic-

ce
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Local and Personal
Buy Herzstein's

Buy Ilerzstein's

Seed That Succeed.

Mr. G. B. Holdsworth, one of Clayton's jewelers, made a trip to Trinidad on Tuesday of the week.

Seed That Succeed.

The Clayton Milling company quotes
a price of $1.50 per 50 pound sack of
ryé flour. Thye also guarantee to tht
trade to have the best corn meal mJ
Mew Mexico, ana report wiumg w
back their claim.

See "Fatty" and all the Broadway
Keystoners, Friday at the Dixie. A
At tne via ueiiaDie uixie you wui
Sülitter.
It see Friday "Jordan is a Hard Road," j
Griffith picture, featuring Dorothy
Mr. B. F. Campbell, who has recent Gish, Owen Moore, Frank Campeau,
ly been in the employ of the
and an all star cast.
It
Mercantile Co.,' is now in the
employ of Rose's Pharmacy.
Prices of implements are advancing
every day. H. Herzstein Seed Co., are
Complete line of new and
agents for the world famous J. I.
2t Case threshers, tractors, and automo-bileJewelry at Holdsworth.
Demonstrated very soon. Best
Bay Herzstein's Seed That Succeed. auto made.
Otto-Johns- on

.

s.

See "Fatty" and all the Broadway Buy Herzstein's Seed That Succeed.
Keystoners, Friday at the Dixie. A
. n
.i n
...
1
T
m
n i wrt
Trneaii 91.0r per uubiici
splitter.
it spring oeea
8 2 miles southeast of Clayton on
Mr. Christian Otto made an over Texline road. Cook Bros., R. R. No.
3t
land trip to Ft. Collins, by auto the 1, Clayton, N. M.
the first of the week, returning by
Garden time is coming. All kinds
rail via Denver.
of Flower and Garden Seeds, Onion
WANTED TO BUY In Clayton, 2 Sets and Seed Potatoes at II. Herz'
good residence lots, for cash. Must stein Seed Co.
Inquire at Citizen
be priced right.
Mr. Ray Hefner of this city, made
office.
a trip to Trinidad the first of the week
Buy Ilerzstein's Seed That Succeed. to purchase horses. While there he
was kicked by a horse breaking sevA. W. Thompson made a business eral ribs and giving him other bruises,
trip to Denver on Tuesday of the which, though not considered serious,
were very painful and from which he
week,
will be confined to hiB home for some
city.
time. He was brought back to Clay
Matinee every Saturday at The ton on Wednesday and is at the home
Dixie at 2:30 p. m. For the Farmers of his mother in the west part of the
and everybody else. See our program city.
on that day. Triangle Films.
It
Buy Ilerzstein's Seed That Succeed,
Mrs. T. F. Savage entertained the
600 Club in their new home in the
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gray returned
southeast part of the city on Thurs- first of the week from Galveston,
Mineral Wells, and other Texas points,
day of the week.
where they have been enjoying a rest
Buy your Onion Sets and Seed Pota- for the past six weeks. Mr. Gray is
toes now. New Stock just arrived. one of the pioneers of the country,
has been engaged in various busiH. Herzstein Seed Co.
ness enterprises and is at this time
one of the leading lumbermen of this
famUse the "Bell of the Rockies"
operating several yards. Their
ily Flour. "Non-Stickhard wheat. section,
been a great pleasure to them
visit
has
W. C. BARNHART.
and the Clayton folks are glad to
note their return.
Matinee every Saturday at The
Dixie at 2:30 p. m. For the Farmers Buy Herzstein's Seed
That Succeed.
and everybody else. See our program
on that day. Triangle Films.
It Notices are out calling a bond election for the city for the purpose of
F. S. Glover, residing on the
enlarging nnd improving their water
gave a Leap Year party to and light system. Light wc have but
friends and neighbors on Tuesday ev- wc must have more of it, and. water
ening of the week. A good number we have but it is only a "hand to
were present nnd they were enter- mouth" proposition nnd the growth of
tained with the best of music and plen- the city and needs of the town have
ty of good things to eat.
eclipsed our capacity to fum'sh, and
we shall have certain grief unless we
At the Old Reliable Dixie you will enlarge our capacity. We must have
see Friday "Jordan is a Hard Road," water. We could get along in the
Griffith picture, featuring Dorothy dark, part of the time if we had to.
Gish, Owen Moore, Frank Campeau but we must have water. It is the
and an all star cast.
It! concensus of opinion that bonds will
carry without any or with very little
Buy Herzstein's Seed That Succeed. opposition.

A Good

Bank

in

A Good

Town

1

.,..

Cor-rump- ri,

,

HAIL

INSURANCE

Yea nr..- -: never bav
sbrir.s ceno lo c'brs and they rr.nv ccise to yzv
EE Gil the SAFE SIDE! . .It ccrbSO LÍTTLS ssl
adJs SO r'UCII to ye ar peace oí mxd.
LIVE STOCK INSURANCE
Insure Your Stcck against the Hazards of
The only way to "Cinch" your pvoiit j
The Haríícrd Com-pht- a
is to insure your shipments.
LÍtc St:c!; Transit Tclicy absolutely protccta
Sb'ppcrs ci Live Stock Against all Loss and Dansss
on account of De?.d or Crippled Animals or Aiinah
Lor in Trair.il. The question of the Rallrcad's
LkbiHiy doesn't enter into this matter at all. You
are Iciincdia'x'y Paid In Full the Ar.ior.nt of Your
Loss whether the railroad is liable or nol. Come
in and let us explain these two policies and also
about the Harticrd Fire Insurance Company, an
institution that for 104 years has cheerfully paid
every just claim.
Vrct'is-pcriatic-

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY BONDS.
UNION COUNTY AGENCY

McFadden & Rixey.

STATE BANK of COMME R CE
Offers to you

Theadv antages of a
SAFE and EFFICIENT

Banking Home
Safety Deposit Boxes

Customers Room

Why not have your Business
handled up to the minute

THE CLAYTON CIT.2EV

-

NOTICE OF CONTEST

NOTICE OF CONTEST
C 5878

C 5898
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Department of the Interior, U. 3.
Land Office, Clayton, N. M. Jan. 27
1916.
Land Office, Clayton, New Mexico,
To Charley N. Bailey, of lone, N. February 9, 1916.
M. Contestee:
To Cirilio Martinez of Moses, New
You are hereby notified that Till- Mexico, Contestee:
You are hereby notified that David
man L. Moore who gives Clayton,
N. M., care L. W. Kingdom, as his E. Lawson who gives Moses, New
e
address, did
e
address, did on Dec. 24, Mexico, s.3 his
1915, file in this office his duly cor- on January 14, 1916, file in this offlc
roborated application to contest and his duly corroborated application' t
secure the cancellation of your home- contest and secure the ' cancellation,
stead 'entry No., Serial No..' 012808 of your homestead Entry No., Serial
Section No. 019561 made March 11, 1915, for
made Dec. 28, 1910, for SW
Sec. 6;
19, Township 18N., Range 84E., N. EV6 SE U and NWÍ4 SE
Section' 5,
M. ,.P Meridian, and as grounds for SEtt NWÍ4 and SW
his contest he alleges that said Char- Township 28 Nérth, Range 37 East,
ley N. Bailey, has failed to comply New Mexico Principia!, Meridian, and

WOODMANSE

V

!

WIND MILLS

post-offic-

post-offic-

If you are looking for the

BEST

Windmills and Pumps

WE CAN SUIT YOU
WOODMANSE

with the requirement ef the law as
to rendente improvements 'and cultivation and has never established
residence 'upon said land and has
abandoned said lana for more than
six months last past.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
to be heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due prddf that you have served a
copy of your answer on the said contestant either in person or by reg- You should state in your answer
the name of the post office to which
you desire future notices to be sent
to you.
PAZ VAL VERDE, Register,
Date of publications, Feb.
Reputation "When a man does a
March 2.
thing well he ought to get credit for
it," remarked the generous-minde- d
man.
-- OST REWARD OFFERED
"Not always," replied Broncho Bob,
"Me an' Piute Pete got the reputation ' On
streets of Clayton Tuesday, a. m.
of beln' such good poker players that Ladies black pocket book or hand-ba- r
it completely spoiled the business."- - containing Package Miles Pain Pills,
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Black Veil. Pk. blade Fringe, Ladies
Mrs. Blanche Hoy, sister of Rev. Gold tng "with
I Garnet seta ana of
A. P. Gains, Methodist pastor, made which 'was' lost out
Flnderpleast
homestead entry on a pieee of land leave at this office or E. U. Jacobs,
near Moses one day this week.
Mt. Dora New Mexico.
'

,

Our 3 Post Towers
"STRONGER THAN OTHERS"

G. G. Granville

New Mexico

Clayton,
SAVING FIVE CENTS A DAY
By Franklin P. Shumway, Boston
I have always been more interested
in remembering how I earned my first
five dollars than any other incident of
'

my early life.
,
Forty odd years ago I was a grammar school boy about fourteen years
old, who, like most boys, did not enjoy getting up mornings and was consequently often late getting to breakfast. My father, early one winter,
offered to personally wake me each
morning at 6 o'clock on condition that
I got up at once, dressed quickly,
of a mile and
went about
kindled an office fire. If I was back
home at 7 o'clock he gave me 5 cents,
one-eigh- th

50 cents per hundred pounds in sugar
duty constitutes another admission of
failure. When the Democrats advocated free sugar, they claimed that
the price of sugar to the consumer
would be reduced in proportion to the
reduction in duty. But what are the
facts?
"The partial reduction in the sugar
duty wiped out the sugar industry
It partially
in the United States.
destroved the beet sugar industry and
completely blocked its further devel- opement.
It confered a benefit upon
the sugar industry in foreign coun
tries. It reduced the annual custom
revenues about ten millions. At the
same time the nrice of sugar in Amer
ica has remained practically the Bame.

4,

as grounds for his contest he altoges
that Clrilid Martinez has whpHy abandoned said lands for more than. tlx
months last past; that he has failed
to improve and cultivate said lands;
that his place of residence is unknown, having changed his place 0
abode to some other place to this
contestant unVttvwn.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the salt? allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
to be heard, either before this office
or cn n?p!, if you fail to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you 'have served a
copy of your answer on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail
You should state in your answer
the name of the post office to which
you desire future notices to bt sent
to yon.
Feb

PAZ VALVERDE,
March 2

JOSEPH GILL
ATTORNEY-A-

CLAYTON,

eparedness
rATCHW0RD ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

5

Are Prepared

WIRE, CORRUGATED IRON, WELL PIPE,
:S, WIRE FENCE, ECLIPSE AND SAMPSON
ÍD

FAIRBANKS-MORS-

E

ENGINES.

Also

you want RIGHT NOW.

:

Registe!,

O Implements

irom a
Walking Plow to a 16 inch
Walking and Riding Listers or Double Row
ch

W.ISAACS
Agent for

16 Mogul Tractors
Course you can get it at Isaacs"

T

--

LAW

NEW MEXICO

Cira CLATT01 ClTlUBt

r

gross of the worMtfWkhita, Kansas.
It Is nmnt mwif
t

Tiie Clavion Millki Co

fC3 SAJj

I
I

bouse, two
ner, one clock xrom
There is another petition out asking
t City Drugstore.
for the establishment of a postofflce
in the valley. It was supposed that a

Ictica

r.

O.

-

t
C

tf.

R. F. D. route could be gotten out of

Texline, but it was found that the VVWWWWL!WVVVWliV.ViV.
U. 8. government will not run a line
from one state inio another. So the
next best thing is for a postoffice.
Came a Kill lúea!

R. W. ISAACS

RESPECTFULLY

INVITES THE TRADE

Alajsasts:!
Johnson'! Woon Dnr,

Jap-a-L-

ACQUIRE LARGB RANCH

To thoroughly investigate the merits of our high grade home manufac-

-

tured product in the following brands:

C P.

High Patent,

"Corona," at
"Princess,"
C.

....

at

3.35

.

3.2

at

P. Meal, 24 lb' package.

C. P.

$3.50

..

.65

Graham, 101b package..

.35

High Grade Rye Flour.

is

the pride of our citizenship.

A fair and impartial trial

ii
Our Flour showedi an exceptionally
.

quality of bread in a contest conducted, by the Home
of this city.

--

FUIB

closed Wednesday
whereby the Gill Brothers became the
owners of the Tattle ranch headqaar
ters and get control of about sitty
section of grazing land. The Tattle
ranch was the property of 8. 0. Die
gle, of Kansas City, and tba deal was
made through the J. N. Johnson Land
Co., of Dalhart. The buyers are Robert Gill of north of town, Joe Gill, an
attorney of Clayton, N. II., and John
and Ben. Gill of Amistad, N. M.
The ranch headquarters are about
twelve miles northwest of Dalhart,
and until recently was under lease
to W. B. Slaughter. It Is one of the
finest ranching propositions in the
North Panhandle, is unexcelled grass
land, and has many wells with wind
mills at convenient distances apart,
was

VABH&SHse,

...geners Paints,

--

Waí-- -

í

''

Wall.,

Pater, LucAfr'Tem-j-;
Glo?8 Paint, GUrnnt'i
Points, Putty, Past?
Brushes, Putty giarea.
CLAYTON, N.

II.

wvuwuwwwvwvviivtfw;',

Mr. Chas. Fox, of El Paso, was
visitor in the city the past week,
guest at the home of his brother, Ed
Fox. He is a man of considerable
business affairs and comes here for
a short visit and recreation.

Bran, Corn, Chops, and all kinds of
Stock Feed.

"The proof of the pudding is in the eating."

A deal

ac

;

i

i
men

The lawyers of the city and this
section are all very busy at this time
preparing for court, which convenes
next week. This session of district
court promises to be a good one and
many important cases are on the
docket.

Is like a (lend Dog!
THE BARK
Is all Off!
YOU'LL FIND PiO'DARK
On Our Lumber,
Altliounh We Do
A GOOD DEAL OF BARKING
About It
We Have (lie Stock and Fed Justi-

Economics

It is worthy of a trial by you.

DIA

fied

TIIE BARKING
When You
WANT TIIE BEST LUSSBER
Bark Up this Tree
AND YOU'LL FIND IT
L

through th.i old established
obtain
"D. SWIFT A CO." am being quickly
uy
oouKuk
uutiiuittciureni.
Send a model or sketches and descrlntlon
of your Invention for FREE SEARCH
and report on patentability. We get patent or no fee. Write for our free book
of 300 needed inventions.

"QUALITY FIRST" is Our Motto

D.

i ntent Lawyers,

SAMPSON

CARRIZO

Big Jo Lumber Co.

SWIFT & CO.

CLAYTON,

fceub. 1883.

..?hrK

VALLEY NEWS

Mrs. Bell is reported to be very ill.

Mr. Oscar Howell and Jack Scrog-gin- s
have been hauling out pole3 for
W. B. Vauchaves is hauling rock the new telephone line the past week.
foi a new house.
W. R. Kaynes with the help of Mr.
Mr. Enos Schrock is drilling a well Claude Paris has been hauling and
and is down to 75 feet and no water stacking his millet the past week.

yet.
Everyone in the valley this good
Miss La,ura Selvy, who is teaching weather is getting restless. They all
school on the Cimarron, spent the want to plant a garden.
week end with home folks.
Mr. T. M. McArthur bought a bunch
Ed Conley is still shucking corn of cattle last week. Mr. Mc will soon
and expects to be through in time be a regular cow man if he keeps on.

Save Money by Trading
at the Clayton Cash Store

to plant more corn this spring.

Geo. Cashmeyer says we do not
Mr. E. L. Jones has their new house need a telephone. He says if we want
completed and are living on their to spread the news just tell a woman.
Now what does George know about it.
claim.

"Top of the World" Flour
A strictly first class Hardwheat Flour for
$3.35 PER CWT.

Several in the neighborhood have
The hens have been laying the gold
phones and there is talk of another en eggs during this fine weather, and
line.
Mrs. McCune says her hens are lay.
ing (lieing) every day. Sho even ac
Harry Selvy's are moving back on cuses the rooster.
their farm, after an absence of one
year spent on W. A. Selvy's ranch
The thrashing macnine nas Deen
south of Clayton.
busy in the valley the pnst few weeks
but now all have finished and people
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hotchkiss have are hauling grain to market. The
just located in this community. At price of the threshed grain however,
present they are living with Mrs. is so very low that it gives one the
Hotchkiss' father, Mr. Schrock, but blues.
will move on their claim this spring.

Every sack guaranteed. Other grades at
$2.95, $3.20 and $3.25
TRY OUR FINE BREAD
20 ounce Loaves Oc or 3 for 25c.
every day.
1

GET OUR PROPOSITION ON NEW SUITS
We can save you money
High Grade Coffee, Canned Goods, Etc.

fW.

R. Haynes has sold all his hogs,
Lots of people are going to the He says he does not like red hogs,
brakes getting out wood and posts yet he says
he has made more

before spring work begins.

that

money from one red hog in the

Fresh

past

three years that was ever made from
Mr. Walter Hotchkiss received quite any old white face cow. He is going
a serious injury last Friday while to try black hogs now.
lowering the bit into tho well The
crank got loose and struck him in
J. A. McCune, is circulating peti
the face.
tions to the County Commissioners
asking them to make tne necessary
Rev. Ferguson of Des Moines conappropriation for establishing a Counschool
ducted services at Samson
ty Agricultural Agent in the County.
house Sunday evening, February 27, Of course everybody is signing it.
and will preach there again in one
month.
The New Home local of the FarmDistrict 75 just closed the fifth ers Society .of Equity haverbeen shipmonth of school with an enrollment ping in some fine evergreen dwarf
of 19 and an average attendance of broom corn seed. This seed took the
premium at the Dry Farming Con- -

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR BUTTER,

,

EGGS, ETC.

Clay ton Cash Store

J. C. Caldwell, Mgr.

PHONE 161

Clayton, New Mex.

i:
a

'

Triangle Pictures
Metro Pictures
Paramount Pictures
General Fi!ni3

GOOD
"CAN ORCHESTRA"

i

shops. We are aneaa oi
A stereoptictm lecture was given
resat the Baptist church on Sunday night the hounds in a great many other of
feature
distinctive
Another
pects.
all.
by
which was much appreciated
The subject was on Foreign Missions the city, if you please.
and pictures were shown of Brazil and
the mission work in these places were
Wove Bone Corsets
discussed.
Now Sold in Stores

THE LEADERS

Ue

THE DIXIE
r

Quálity, First, Last and
.. "
all the Time

Make Your

C- o.-

u.

Sell Them

,

In Clayton, New Mexico

'

Mr. Ed. Z. Sutherland and wife, of
May field, Kentucky, have recently
come to our city and located with us,
having purchased lots In town and
are building a home on them. They
also bought a small ranch near Tex
line, and are really full fledged New
Mexicans.

Local and Personal

Mr. A. H. Dean, of Dean's Bakery,
has recently had a Ford car worked
into a bread wagon, in which he will
deliveries of his bread in the
make
among
ia
city,
McFarland,
C.
E.
Mr.
city. It makes a very nice appear
the new subs for the week.
.

ance.

Mrs. Simon Herzstein was on the
gick list the fore part of the week.

Use the "Bell of the Rockies" fam
ily Flour. "Non-Stickhard wheat
W. C. BARNHART.
Sixty ounces fine bread for 25c at
Clayton Cash Store.
Mrs. Minnie Reveley, of Amistad,
A. L. Iker of this city was among New Mexico, was a Clayton visitor
those who help make the Citizen pop- the first of the week, among other
things having important business with
ular by handing in his subscription.
one of our dentists. The Citizen recognizes a call.
Use the "Bell of the Rockies"
hard wheat
Flur. "Non-StickMONTAGUE MADE
W. C. BARNHABT.

Dresses

NOTICE OF CONTEST

con,

Royal Tailored Clothes

Treatment

Nestor C. de Baca,
County Treasurer.
By F. C. de Baca,
Deputy Treasurer.

$1.50 TO $3.50
Department of the Interior, U. S.
N. M., Feb. 21,
THEY WERE FORMERLY SOLD AT Land oñce
$6.00 to $12.00
1916.
By Corset Peddlers
To David Hunter of Dalhart, Texas,
PnTitestee:
Prof. Hendricks of Texline, m
You are hereby notified that Nel- charge of the city schools at that gQn
wn0 gjve3 chjco New
place, passed through our city on Sat- - Mexjc0 n3 his post-offiaddress, did
urday in company with a goodly num- - on January 17th, 191G, file in this
ber of his high school pupils, on a 0ffice j,i3 duiy corroborated application
trip to the Rabbit Ear Mountains. to contest and 8ecure the cancella- They were prepared to have the best üm of your Homestead Entry, Serial
of their outing as they took dinner N. 0900R3. made June 19th. 1915. for
near the mountains, enjoyed the climb, R ,
Section 35. Township 25n..
returned to Clayton by
Range 27e., N. M. P. Meridian, and

$2,500.00 Bond Sale

Courteous

dis

1916.

,

"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"

oc
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"
By Buying

pointments to Meet

'V

n. waae

&

at the pleasure oi the

at any time after ten years.

Sealed bids for the said bonds will
be received at my office in the Town
of Clayton, New Mexico, up to and
inclusive of the 20th day of March,

Herz9tein's seed catalog is the
most complete book of its class ever
spent the evening with friends here
issued in Union county. Don't buy
and saw "The Battle Cry of Peace,"
your seed until you see it.
at the Mission before returning home.
The professor is making good in his
The office building of Toombs &
school work at Texline and such proBarn-hart,
Harris now owned by J. Frank
grams as was pulled off Saturday is
is being treated to a new conresponsible for it, at least in a meascrete foundation this week. This will
ure. We all need to get together more
add to the appearance as well as to the
and really learn ech other better,
strength and durability of the buildand really learn each other better.
ing. If anything can be made better,
it will be made that way right here
PUBLIC NOTICE
in Clayton. Watch us grow.

Ap-

at THE DIXIE

--Geo.

TITAT MILLION. DOLLAR LOOK
Can be Obtained at

H. Wade

redeemable

trict

Babe Dyche, one of Clayton's genPublic notice is hereby given that
ial barbers, has just purchased and whereas, at an election held for the
installed another section of his French purpose in School District Number
nlate mirror case and added other Fifteen of Union County, New Mexico,
improvements that make this among on the 7th day of February, A. D.
the best shops in the country. The 1916, the sum of Two Thousand Five
shops of the town are worthy of men- Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) in negotion for several reasons. The one big tiable bond3 of said District was votthing that Is to be said about them ed by a majority of the legal qualis that their managers are up to the ified voters of the said district voting
minute and, progressive are anxious at the said election, for the purpose
to give the trade the very best ser- of constructing a schoo lhouse therevice. Clean rooms, clean shops, ac- in. Such bonds will be in denominacommodating managers and good bar tions of not less than Twenty Five
bers is the whole story in a nut shell. Dollars, not more than Five Hundred
We don't say this in an attempt at Dollars and shall bear interest
flattery, but we have the Goods in rate of six per cent per annum, and
Clayton and can show you. Ifs a will be due not less than twenty nor
pleasure to be waited on in one of bur more than thirty years from date, and
at-th- e

as grounds for his contest he alleges
that David Hunter has failed to com
ply with the requirements of the law
to residence, improvements and
cultivation and has never established
a res'dence upon said land and has
abandoned said land for more than
six months last past.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
to be heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication 'of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you have served s
copy of your answer on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail.
You should state in your answer
the name of the poBt office to which
you desire future notices to be sent
to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Date of 1st publication Feb. 24, 19lé
Date of 2nd publication Mar. 2, 1916.
Date of 3rd publication Mar. 9, 1916.
Date of 4th publication Mar. 16, 1916.

and Aprons

Henry Kilburn of the Mt. Dora
for Women
neighborhood, was a city visitor the Who Appreciate Good Workmanship
first of the week.
at
20 ounce loaves of Bread 10c, 3 for

25c

Geo. H. Wade & Co.
"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE"

TO THE PUBLIC

Clayton Cash Store.

Mr. J. A. Pacheco, of Cuates was
trading
with our merchants and look
W. S. Jackson of near Texline, trading after business in the County Hub
ed with our merchants on Monday and
first of the week. He enters the Cit
ÍS one of the new readers of the Cit
izen list and will read it each week
izen from that place.
at his address.

More Bread for Your Money at the
Clayton Cash Store.

You have been doing business with us
.Jj for two year? or more and we are well
known to you, but we wish to call your

For Sale 220 acres adjoining town
of Clayton. Bargain. See or write
A. James McDonald Clayton, New

Mr. C. M. Ennis, of the Wunette Mexico.
neighborhood, was a Clayton visitor
the first of the week and while in town
Mr. Lon Cash, deputy sheriff, while
joined the Citizen list.
in Pasamonte on Tuesday of the week,
took charge of Mr. Hudson Kinder-brecharged with insanity, and
Billiken Shoes
brought him to Clayton. He will have
For the New Generation
a hearing before the Board of Insanity
at
of the County.
Geo. H.
& Co.

attention to:
First: Brown Beauty Coffee; unexcelled

for the strength and flavor.
Second: American Lady and
Belle of the Rockies

Wade

"CLAYTON'S BETTER STORE'
Mr. Chester Kiser and Dr. C. E.
Keller, in company with two of the
popular young ladies of the city, were
joy riding and sight seeing over in the
Cimarron country on Sunday.
Buy your seeds from Herzstein's
Seed that Succeed. Don't order any
garden' or onion seed until you get
our prices. We will save you

r
1

Dout buy your seeds until you
get our catalog. It 13 now off the
press and will be sent out in a short
time. We are carrying a full line
of the best seeds to be had.
Herzstein Seed Cu.

T lOUF

The bestall-aroun- d
family flour ever
offered for sale in Clayton. Prices

The Citizen is having many compliments on its last week's issue. Many
are coming in and adding their names
to our subscription list. We appreciate the compliments and also the
new subs. Get right in, there is 'room
for all.

SITUATION Washing and Ironing. Bundles called for and delivered.
Lost One brown mare, lame in one
Two Blocks east of Comley Lumber hind foot, unbranded, 6 years old.
Yard. Mrs. Davis.
Strayed from home of C. C. Reeves
10 miles southwest of Clayton. NoMr. Isaacs says "Bring along those tify Citizen office and receive reward
roller skates, it's a 'free for all' and of $10.00.
he wants' every one to have a good
time.
Mr. Jesse Phillips, one of the progressive farmers east of the city, has
just completed a well on his place and
Cow Boy Boots
erected a wind mill and has everyMade by
thing coming his way, and that withC. H. AYER & SONS
out much labor on his part Jesse is a
Olathe, Kansas
hustler and keeps his farm improved
sold
Now
in
up to the minute.
Clayton, New Mexico
' By
U.fc th- "Boll of the Rockies" fam- I'
:n F'.I.t ' wd tv'i..-at- .
.0
W. C. BARNHART.

j--ii

I

always right.
A strictly first-clas- s
Meat Market in
connection offers the best the market
affords. Fresh fish and oysters Thursdays and Fridays.

W. G Barnhart
Clayton, N. M.

Telephone 67

-
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THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
SWEET FEA CULTURE
By Mrs. C. 0. Dunn

on the gardener. Very good results
may be obtained from the common
varieties, if they are well cared for.
Before planting it is a very good idea
to soak the seeds for about four hours
in tepid water. If they are planted
later than March soak the seeds

Above all keep seed pods from form crowd when they put on their "Trip
They may smooth her soft, silvery
ing on the vines. JJo not attempt in an Aeroplane" which seemed very
hair
to save any seed. If you do so it real and was much enjoyed by those As hse sings dear old mother in
will be at a sacrifice of some vine. who took the ride as well as those
wistfulest tone,
Moreover, better vines will be had who were watching the flight. The
"I shall soon be at home over there."
by buying fresh seeds every year.
children, through the assistance of Mr. June 14 ,1915
Margaret Perkins
Make it a point to pick your sweet Woodward and Mrs. Jones, sang many
peas every two, or three days, remov- - old songs, and indulged in an old- ing Every blossom on the vine. If fashioned spelling match, the "young
Get that wedding ring from Holds- any are too old for boquets clip them 'folks" played Charades and Proverbs, worth in City Drug Store,
2t
. .
.
H X
il
anaJ 1lec mem
10 me grouna. Also ana other games, completing the af-coff young branches to go with 'fairs of the evening with plenty of
your boquets and if the stems of your "fill in" of the very best sort, pre- NOTICE OF CONTEST
peas begin to get short, go over them pared by the ladies,

The first thing to be considered in
planting sweet peas is WHEN, the
next WHERE, next HOW, and last
but not least WHAT that is, what
colors or varieties.
As to when the seventeenth of
A very good idea is to plant all of
March has long been the accepted day, one color together, all the red ones
so it is well to have the ground pre- together, all the white ones together
pared for planting by that time.
all the lavender ones together, etc.,
Where Sweet peas do best in a and not mix them all up, for they
sunny or only partially shaded place. are much prettier and more effective
C 5912
If they are planted in a place that is when cut if the boquet is made of and cut back the branches or tips
too shady the vines grow tall but have only two or three colors say lavender of the vines liberally don't be afraid
Department of the Interior, U. S.
little foliage and very few flowers. and pink ones one time, red and white
WHEN MOTHER SINGS
it will stop your flowers for a few
Land Office, Clayton, New Mexico,
Nor is it a good plan to plant sweet ones another or purple and lavender dr.ys but they .will be worth while
February 17, 1916.
peas by a board fence as the sun can ones another. So if the peas are when they do blpom.
To Edmund L. Hall, of Box '529,
when
on
pause
I
times
There
are
the
get to only one side of the vines.and planted with those of one color all
Do not try .to have pretty sveet
Austin, Texas, Contestee:
harassing round
they can be cultivated on but one side. together they are easier to pick for peas without tending o hem. YOU
You are hereby notified that WilOf the day in a reverent hush,
may think thnt you can let them go- Select a place for the sweet peas boquets of this kind.
liam H. Shaw, who gives Harrington,
thnt is well drained and will not be a Now comes the cultivation, which a week without cutting, or two weeká To be folded in melody rare as the New Mexico, as his postofflce address,
sound
small pond after ench rain. If the to me is more important than how without water, but the vines don't and
did on January 25th, 1916, file in this
Of
the note of the
water stands on the vines too long, it the peas are planted. Your pe a3 may they will soon prove to you which is
office his duly corroborated applicathrush.
makes the ground soggy and sour and come up beautifully but they will net right.
tion to contest and secure the cancelShe is singing old hymns when she
causes the vines to mildew.
bloom well or last long if they are
lation of your homestead entry, Ser- -.
thinks no one hears,
How To prepare the ground for not taken care of.
Mcthodist Church has Mixer
ial No. 09355, made October 1st, 1909,
Out of tune and
it is true, for NE 4 of SE
sweet peas remove the top soil to the
Be sure to have your wire or trellis
Sec. 22, NW 4
But I feel all my worries dissolving
depth of the spande or garden. fork up before the peas begin to vine. If
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist
Sec- W 2 of NW
SW
of
in tears
O in
OO
Place this by the side of the trench wire is used place is directly over church, Mrs. II. B. Wodward, pres
Tnnmolim
linn
Tnrn.
van go ODa
biuu
buu
t.Uf
xunuiiuip
titiiif
she quavers, "I'm praying for
.then dig up the soil that was under your row so the vines can grow on ident, gave a social at the church on When
N. M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for
you."
this and mix it with some well rotted both sides of it, and do not have it the evening of "Monday the 28th.
his contest he alleges that Edmund
manure without taking it from the so far from the ground that the first It proved to be a real "mixer," and
L. Hall, has wholly abandoned said
trench. Be sure o mix the manure tendrils cannot reach it. Watch your as most meetings of this nature, the From the country of youth she has claim for a period of over six months
journeyed afar;
WELL with the soil for if any of the vines and keep them trained so they real good coming from it is to be felt
and said defaults continue down to
Sthe is turning aweary and wan;
seeds fall in the unmixed fertilizer will vine on the wire and not be lying and appreciated in the life of the
date of contest affidavit.
they are very apt to be cooked.
church for some time. Many of the And they rest by the way who with
on the ground.
You are, therefore, further notified
hope for a star
Then put the soil that was laid aside
If branches are used for the peas folks and friends of the church were
that the said allegations will be taken
Were her mates in the roseate dawn. as confessed, and your said entry will
back into the trench, breaking it up to vine on be sure to put them in present and every one seemed to do
. . so it will be soft and fine.
The idea early so the vines will not be injured their best to make the evening all I can fancy, at moments, a strong, be canceled without further right to
lencier lace,
of loosening the ground so deep is to by poking sticks into the ground, also that it should be in the way of pastime
j be heard( either
fore this office or on
And some golden heads flashing at appeal, if you fail to file in this office
allow the roots to grow down into be sure to put them in firmly enough and real ' wholesome
entertainment.
j
the cool soil below, which keeps them that the wind will not blow them over, Mr. H. B. Woodward entertained the
P'a,v
days after the
withhr-- twenty
from drying out so soon in hot
Keep the ground around your vines audience with the rendition of one intermingle wun tnougnts ot the FOURTH publication of this notice
neaveniy grace,
weather. It also gives the roots more loose not too deep, however do not of Eugene Field's writings, entitled
as shown below, your answer, uuder
wnne sne sings "nappy uay, nap oath, specifically responding to these
room to spread out and so produces allow it to become packed hard and "John Smith, U. S. A.," which, bepy Day."
stronger vines.
full of cracks and keep all weeds sides being well rendered, was very
allegations of contest, together 'with
After the ground in the trench has away,
fitting to the occasion. Mrs. Small
due proof that you have served a copy
been prepared take the hoe and make
Then do not let the vines get too entertained the party with a couple Of "The Home Over There" she is of your answer on the said contestant
a trench six inches deep (or eight, if dry. Be sure to remember that one of selections she had learned in her)
thinking most now.
either in person or by registered maiL
the soil Is very light), being careful or two good soakings a week is much girlhood days, or in other words, 65 Are its portals of pearl swinging You should state in your answer the
to make the trench straight if you ex- better than spraying. It is important years ago, and she did herself credit
near?
name of the post office to which you
pect your rows of peas to be straight. however, to spray the vines occasion in the rendering of the same. Master .There is light, not of sun, on her pale, desire future notices to be sent to you.
placid brow,
In this plant your seeds so that they ally in the evening. This washes off Arthur Farber, aged six, gave a selecPAZ VALVERDE, Register.
And it may be her loved ones can Date of 1st publication Feb. 24, 1918.
will be about half an inch apart, then the dust from the leaves and gives tion that proved to the audience that
cover them and pat the soil down them a chance to breathe, and also he was there as an entertainer. The
hear;
Date of 2nd publication Mar. 2, 1918.
lightly over them.
dislodges small insects that may be pastor and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Gaines, They maw troop through the gateway Date of 3rd publication Mar. 9, 1918.
(
to press near their own;
What kind of peas to plant depends on the vines.
made much merriment for the whole
Date of 4th publication Mar. 10, 1918.
.
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Specials 2 Weeks
Beginning Feb. 28th,

1916

Our Mr. Tixier, just returned from the market where he purchased a new, and
to make room for our new summer stock

ve are

cnly, so make your Selection

for Two Weeks

going to Sell the items

early.

All goods

up-to-da-

line of merchandise.

te

listed at a Big Reduction.

In order

Remember, this is

are strictly first class in every particular.

Remember too, we are giving 10 per cent discount on our entire stock of merchandise, save the few items mentioned below.

Men's Suits

BLANKETS

COMFORTS

Red Seal Cotton Filled Comforts
$3.00 value, sale price. .$2.25
Wool Nap Blankets, $4.00 value
$2.63
sale price . . .

BOYS' and CHILDRENS' SUITS
1

Good,

seasonable,

snappy

suits, latest weaves

and

f

models.

Strictly first class and

BOYS' OVERCOATS

up-to-da- te.

1

,

Wool Nap Blankets, $3.50 value,
asle price . . .
$2.63
Wool Nap Blankets, $3.00 value,
sale price . . . .
$2.25

Cotton Blankets $1.75 value, sale
$1.35
price

10 PER CENT

REDUCTION

ON ALL GOODS

Save Flour, Sugar, Tobacco, Po-

tatoes and Mens' Overalls.

lot choice new suits for boys
and children 50 per cent Off

All $6.50 Suits, sale price

$

All $10.00 Suits, sale price
All

4.35
7.50

12.50 Suits, sale price

SHOES

8.98
1

$15.00 Suits, sale price
All $18.00 Suits, sale price

11.69

All $22.00 Suits, sale price

14.98

All

M

13.98

I nsier

o

Clayton, N. M.

lot Boys' Overcoats, size 4 to 8,
$3 to $8, choice
$1.98

lot Ladies Patent Leather, Brocade top, $3.00 value .$1.98

lot Boys' Red Goose School
Shoes, $3.00 value
$2.10
1

10 PER CENT REDUCTION
ON ALL GOODS

Save Flour, Sugar, Tobacco, Po-

tatoes and Mens' Overalls.

i

PLEAS7 GIVE US A CALL WHETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.

OUR TIME IS YOURS

t

MOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Bayer, to purchase your implements, Windmills, Hardware, etc., and we extend to you
a cordial invitation to visit
our store while in the city and inspect our complete stocks. Make our store your headquarters. Our store service is
your service. Courteous, efficient salesmen always" ready to show you our goods, and assist you in making
your selections. Spring is here: That means new . implements, a new windmill, or hardware for that
new house. Buy-thenow.
Below we list a few implements, stove and hardware items that you will need and
we ask your inspection.
Mr.

m

,

1

The Studebaker Company after Building Millions of
Vehicles throughout a period of Sixty Years know
what is required of them and knowing the cost of
construction, do submit this line as the best value on
the market today. Our prices are as low as can be
made by any dealer who retains a fair profit and
gives you your moneys worth.

The acknowledged standard of Excellency in Implements the world over is the John Deere Line. It
has been the Model that others have attempted to
follow, yet it has never been successfully imitated and
today is above all competition in the Essential Points
of Excellency, viz: Material, Mechanical Construction
and Workmanship.

THE

ll

WATER

PROBLEM PERMANENTLY SOLVED

is a

supply, free to those
who will use it.
The first cost of a Star Windmill
is its last cost; there is no operating expense. It will pump all the
water you want year in and year out
for less than one-ha- lf
cent a day. It
will run day or night, if equipped
with a regulator or a regulator pump,
for weeks at a time, with practically
no attention whatever. No cranking,
no "kicking back," no fussing and fixings-just
patient, faithful service, day
or night, winter or summer, for years

Not in twenty years has the windmill
been as popular and as thoroughly
appreciated as it is today. It. is wi
questionably the logical, economical
and permanent solution of the water
pumping problem. Now more than
ever before it is realized that there
is no pumping device which can take
the laurels from the windmill.
Wind ' is not measured by the gallon
and variously quoted at from 20 to
50 cents, and sometimes higher. There

Hardware

Stoves

:

Paints

:

never-endin-

g

Harness

:

HARDWARE
HARNESS

Builders'

Hardware
Granite ware, Heavy
Hardware and Steel
Goods.

Complete
Our

fa

leather goods

line

of

steel and cast, ranges
Gasoline Stoves and

line is complete.

'

Oil Stoves.
v

ir

:

Vv

v.

,'

r
New assortment of
China and Glassware

n

O

STOVES

GOODS

tto-Johns- on

PAINTS
Complete line
Williams

Sherwin--

r

j.

7

it

'

I

P

V

rr

Paints

and Varnishes.

See our full line of
Wall Papers.

a

Mercantile Go.

Hardware Department

CLAYTON CITIZEN

TEF

Gol. E.
LOOK

Jacobs

Public Auctioneer

LOOK

LOOK

U.

cry sales any where. Farm
sales a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Rates reasonable
Call, write or wire me for dales.
I

At the

I

THEATRE

MT- -

Week Starting Monday, March 6

Bank Jokes i"a humorous paper
opposed to big mail order houses, department store, ohaln stores, five
and ten eent shops. Bank Jokps be
lieves that trae prosperity follows
home trading. ' Bank men are "Bauk
Jokes" 'when they trade out of town,
ao ara elerfmnan and town ofltaAr.
Bnk Joke has been Si "a year, but
for the present ft is but ten cents
a year.' Do not send postage stamps.
Address BANK JOKES, Yarmouth- port. If as. '

Look over this week's program of Guaranteed Features and compare them with other vsocalled feat-

ures:
.

"The Eagle's Nest"

With Edwin Arden.

v

from

Max Gonzales
Clayton, N. PI
Bring your old saddles, harness, etc., and have

them made new at a reasonable cost.

'

Theda Bara in "Sin"
Production.

TUESDAY, Mar. 7

SADDLES
HARNESS
LEATHER GOODS

DORA, NEW MEXICO

Bankers & Storekeepers

"The Home of Features"

MONDAY, Mar. 6

BU- Y-

SPECIAL ORDERS
receive

prompt and careful attention.

Wm.. Fox,

IMDyche

."The Green Cloak"

WEDNESDAY, Mar. 8

With Irene Fenwick.
THURSDAY, Man 9

. .

A modern,

sani-tar-

y

Barber Shop

."The Slim Princess"

Prompt Se r v i c e

Featuring Francis X. Bushman

Skilled Barbers

."The Thief"

FRIDAY, Mar. 10

Hot or Cold Baths

Wm. Fox Production

A Lasting Shine

6 Big Reels of Pathe
Mostly Comedy.

SATURDAY, Mar. 11

!

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch
Company

FA11M LANDS

.WANTED
Do You Want to Sell Your Farm?
Then list it with the Man who
Sells Land
We have sold more land in this
Country the past year than any

Adults 15c, Children 5c

& Irrigation

NEW MEXICO.

CLAYTON

Q

Rooms 75 to $1.50

Laundry Agency

Meals 25 and 50c.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

The above are the cream of the best features on the
market, and if there were better ones we would
book them.
ADMISSION

We Buy Old Saddles and Harness

OPEN

OAT AND NIGHT.

Steam Heat, Bath and Electric Lights.
" Call For All Trains.
Sample Room Free. '

Auto Service Day and Night.
The Eklund Hotel, Ranch and Irrigation Co., Proprietor!

other firm.
No

Exclusive Listment In Our
Office Over 60 Days Old

We SELL land, we don't keep itl
rare and valuable or the splendid
Come in and give us a description
memory of a history of struggle for
'" of the land you want to sell
those things of the spirit which men
S. E. LANE LAND P0MPANY
By Hon, Franklin K. Lane, Secretary call principles. The highest sense of
CLAYTON, N. M.
nationality comes with a sense of pur-noof the Interior
Otto. BUg. Phone 153 a sense of common mimosa. In
Residence Phone at Thomas
There is an evolution in a new na- wnat airection are we consciously go
tion's life auite as interesting as that ing? What are we determined that
in the life of a man. We pass through this land shall be ? This, I take it, is
stages of development from the sim- - j the accepted test of a real national
pie and earlier period when food is sense; and if it is, the obligations we
the one thing desired into the more must carry are certainly serious. For
elaborated and complex stages when the United States is not yet ours in
first we begin to deal with the easily the proudest sense, and cannot be unhandled things and later reach the til we are doing all that can be done
point where mind has a controlling to give to all its people and to the
"You are always next
part in all that is done. The pioneer world the full expression of its highat the Ecklund."
builds his cabin and turns his cattle est intelligence applied alike to its
to
resources
and
peo-pilife
the
of
the
to graze upon the unfenced wilderHot and Cold Baths
ness. He takes his water from the
Economic efficiency in the nation
stream and makes hisgun serve him
with food and give him protection. means thrift in the individual, and
Agency Elite Laundry
It is not many years, however, before America con attain its sighest place
in
world
only
realeach
the
as
of
us
farmto
he has passed from herdsman
er, when soil must be plowed and seed izes his personal share in national
plow development. "America First" is an
sown.
At first the
will do, and any seed. But life grows empty phrase unless American manmore intense society has gathered hood is of .the highest type.
around, new demands are created
CARISO
machinery must be used, seed must
obis
Threshing
credit
fertilized,
about a thing of the
soil
be selected,
tained, markets sought, and the life past in this part of Union county.
should be "nipped in the
of the simple herdsman has become
bud", for if allowed to run
Farmers are beginning to prepare
complicated and broad. The gay reckunchecked, serious results
lessness of other days gives way to ground ior a new crop.
may follow. Numerous
' constant thought. So it has been with
cases of consumption, pneu
II. P. Butt and Jas. Hastings have
this country. For a long time we lived
monia, and other fatal dissupplies. gone to the breaks for posts.
off the country's obvious
eases, can be traced back to
a cold. At the first sign of a
Later we were producers of raw maT. M. McArthur bought a bunch of
cold, protect yourself by
terials grains and minerals, lumber
thoroughly cleansing your
and cotton. When manufacturing be- cows last week which adds materially
system with a few doses ol
gan it was of the larger, coarser kind, to the herd on the TX ranch.
which perhaps in their turn went
Mrs. J. T. Smith returned from the
THEDFORD'S
abroad for higher fabricating. Now,
however, we have come into the full bedside of her daughter who lives in
tide of modern life when we seek for Te.vis last Saturday. Her daughter
greater and more varied industries, ha? boun placed in a sanitarium for
wider markets, more economical sys treatment.
terns of production and exchange. And
Chas, and Jas. Jones have about
In such a new time direction is needed,
effort must finished hauling their corn to Texline.
mutual and
be set up and the more elaborate ma- They raised about 2,500 bushels this
chinery of organization put into ser year besides large crops of other
the old reliable, vegetable
"Shorty."
vice. Thought becomes the basis of grains.
liver powder.
Mr. Chas. A. Ragland, o
the new life hard, close, insistent
Pertinent Query Victim What has
thought, illuminated by knowledge and
Madison Heights, Va., says:
happened? Where am I?
"I have been using Thcd- made practical by imagination.
Doctor You have been seriously in
for
ford's
An intense nationalization has been
stomach troubles, indigesthe marking note of the past year. jured in a trolley accident. But cheer
tion, and colds, and find Uto
Each American has realized with up you will recover.
Victim How
much? New York
be tht very best medicine I
keener consciousness the meaning of
Times.
ever used. It makes an old
sought
for
this land to him, and has
man feel like a young one."
a larger view of it in its many as- Insist on Thedford't, the
One of 'em Enthusiast Don't the
pects, and, if possible, to gain
7
orieitial and genuine.
glimpse into the future. To each has spectators tire you with the questions
they
ask?
come his dream. We know now that
Aviator Yes. What else do you
there is more to national feeling than
pride in the possession of a land that want to know? Jester.

THRIFT

THE TEST OF A

DEM-

is

OCRACY

se

EKLUND

BARBER SHOPt

Swastika Coal

1

Ita It 16.1
lot Lid

$6.S0

Special cash discount of 50c per ton on
PINION NUT on C ASKorders

e.

Granville

G. G.
nAX,'üijyt '7iT

"'

i.

7i

"1

i

y

r

"

one-hor-

'

Colds

BLACK--

NAUGHT

Black-Draug-

MICHELIN TIRES
GOODYEAR TIRES

FIRESTONE TIRES
OTHER TIRES
Tire Patches and nearly everything
goes with Tires.

that

FORD CARS now on hand but we

have notice that the Spring and Summer shortage will be greater than
ever. BUY NOW and be sore of
your CAR.
We weld, Solder and Braie.

Give

ns a trial.

ht

E-6-

ON

SALE AT

Pioneer Auto Company
'J. alien Wikoff Hgent,

Clayton, N.

M

TOE CLAYTON CITIZEN
I OC A I. A NI) PERSONAL

Seed That Succeed.)

Buy Ilerzstein's

NOW THEREFORE, This is to ;ive
public notice that the undersigned
liow lovely!" were .will, on the 10th day of April, A. D.
I

uy Ilerzstein's

Seed That Succeed.

now natural!
me peí aajeenves wnicn people ex
Miss Ruby Thornton of Des Moines, claimed every other second
while
Is assisting O. P. Easterwood as sten- watching Lillian Gish in "The Lily and
ographer in his office at this time.
the Rose" at the Dixie Monday night,
February 28th, and oh! how shocked
Use the "Boll of the Rockies"
they were at Roszicka Dolly's curves
"
hard wheat. in her dance of the sea.
Flour.
It
W. C. BARNHART.

Court House in Clayton, New Mexico,

at the hour of two o'clock in the afternoon, offer for sale and sell to the
highest bidder, "for cash, all of hte
right, title, interest, claim and demand
of the above named defendants, and
each of them, in and to the lands and
real estate above described, and each
and every part thereof, or so much 5
thereof as may be necessary to satisfy
the amount of the said judgment, interest, costs and accruing costs of this

"Non-Sticky-

State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel,
In the District Court
Miss Mary Rope, cf Trinidad, ar- First National Bank of Las Vegas,
rived in the city on Tuesday, and is
Plaintiff,
a guest at the Easterwood home.
vs.
No. 7623 sale.
Lucas E. Gallegos and Mrs. L. E.
WITNESS my hand at Clayton, New
Mr. and Mrs. Etrnvood entertainGallegos, otherwise known as Maxi-mia- Mexico, this 26th day of February,
ed a number of their friends at din-A. D. 1916.
Gallegos,
Tier on Wednesday evening of the
T. J. CRUMLEY,
Defendants.
week.
Sheriff of Union County.
EXECUTION SALE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that 0. P. Easterwood, Esq.,
Buy Ilerzstein's Seed That Succeed. judgment was, on the 17th day of
Attorney for Plaintiff.
,March, A. D. 1915, rendered in the
$100 Reward, $100
Ira Pennington has been absent to District Court of Sin Miguel County,
The readers of this paper will be
Kansas City for the past few days New Mexico, in cause therein pending,
on account of the sickness of his No. 7G23, wherein the First National pleased to learn that there is at least
Bank of Las Vegns, New Mexico, was one dreaded disease that science has
brother.
and is plaintiff, and Lucas E. Gallegos toen able to cure in all its stages, and
and Mrs. L. E. Gallegos, otherwise that is catarrh. Catarrh being great-know- n
Morris Johison, of the
d
as Maximiana Gallegos, were ly influenced by constitutional
Mercantile Co., made a business
are defendants, and which judg-- 1 ditions requires constitutional treatend pleasure trip through the south
'
and vest portion of the county on last ment was rendered in favor of the ment. Hall's Catarrh cure is taken
plaintiff,
for the sum of One Thou- - internally and acts thru the Blood on
Sunday and Monday.
tne Mucus Surfaces of the system,
sand Three Hundred Seventy-eigh- t,
0
and
- thereby destroying the foundation of
dollars
damages,
Elevand
Ira Massey and Chas. Hawkins, of
0
patient
Dollars costs, with in- - tne disease, giving the
Sedan, were trading and attending en and
strength by building up the constitu-Marcterest
thereon
from
the
day
17th
of
to business in the city Wednesday and
on
assisting nature in doing its
A. D. 1915, until paid, at the
Thursday. They brought in two loads
The proprietors have so much
wrk.
of
rate
twelve
per
cent
per
annum,
of corn.
in addition to the costs that may ac- -, a'tn n tlle curative powers of Hall's
Cure that they offer One
i Catarrh
crue.
Mrs. Tace entertained a party of
Dollars for any case that it
That
on
thereafter,
the
day
5th
of
sixteen of her friends at a theatre
Send for list of ie8Ü- cure'
fails.
1916, an alias execution was
parly on Saturday evening of last February,
lllOnials.
,!
U
I
ieaiinH
t
www ui
nf
UI1UC1
iiijutu
anu
Ul.
IIIC
BUttl
week, the occasion being the showing
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toof the famous "Rattle Cry of Peace" said District Court of San Miguel ledo, Ohio. Sold by all druggists,
75c.
County,
New
Mexico,
enabove
in
the
at tho Mission. After the show the
titled
action
No.
in
7623,
court,
said
parly returned to the home of Mrs.
Tace where they were highly enter- and that said alias execution comCOL. J. A. SOWERS
tained v iili music and lunch, in which manded the undersigned that of the
goods
and
chattels, lands and teneMrs. Pace showed herself to be a real
hostess. One unique feature of the ments, of Lucas E. Gallegos and Mrs.
Farm Sales a Specialty
evening was tho place cards, which L. E. Gallegos, otherwise known as
had been prepared by Mrs. Pace, in the Maximiana Gallegos, the undersigned
Commission 1 per cent
form of a little poem written about cause to be made, the amount of the
Write
or Phone me for Dates
each particular guest, without names, judgment and costs above described,
That thereafter, on the 18th day
Wanctte, N. M.
which each was to suit him or herself
to in the reading of the rhyme. A of February, A. D. 1916, the defendants having failed and refused to pay
most enjoyable time was had.
said judgment upon demand from the
undersigned, and having failed and reBuy Ilerzstein's Seed That Succeed.'
fused to point out any goods and chattels upon which the undersigned could
Clayton Lodge No. 45
. Capt. T. S. Snyder celebrated his levy,' the undersigned
did, then and
77th l.irtl. lay on Wednesday of tho there, levy upon
Meetings
every Thursday r.t
the following deweek.
The captain is miirhty spry scribed lands and tenements,
7:H0, in I. O. O. F. Hall in Palas the
for a man of his a.ce and the Citizen property of the said Luas E. Gallegos
mer Building, Visiting memwishes him many returns of the day
bers always welcome.
South half of South Half of
Mr. Snyder, even at this age, is very
IT. H. Errett. N. G.
v'tion Foruleen, Township Twenty-fou- r
P'tive in business and political maA. F. Eoissert, Secy.
North of Ram-- Th'rly-nn- e
Evst,
tter, being at this time a member in Union county, New Mexico,
and did
of Vac h'ivd of rn'mly commissioners, levy
upon the follow ii'fr described
find n party lender in the county, and
'th'Is. ns the property of the dcifor.d-nn- t.
n a u a
t. i
lMs f:,T to lead the county ticket for
Mrs. L .E. Ga'le-ros- ,
otherwise
one of t!'n first oflVos in the county !;nov.-as Maximiana Galle."-os)o- at Ihn
ideetion. Notwithstand
,,r v.n.ti..,c ,
k,- it: V.r.xt.
Fidelity Abstract Co,
M"" n 'i
ing tho faet that the captain is a
of Southwest ou:,r-jt'finartr
INC OkHOKA
lie has many reof Section Thirteen; E:is:t half of
deeming features ajid is recognized as Soulhv.-i'sfiuart'-rNorthwest (uar-ito- r
one of the leading citizens of tho
AbSII.ACIS,riAISf
of .Southwest quavter, Southeast
C'lntv.
quaror of Northwest quarter of SecLOWKYANi INC--,
tion Fifteen; South half of
r.ÓTAÍiY
A
oVl
,,ve str:u.lc this part cf jounrtor, Northwest quarter of
f
(ho co
miarler of Section
y on V.V.hiesdity which
Swer.t in;
D. A. PADDOCK
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"
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TOM GRAY LUMBER CO.
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OUR
HOME
MADE
FLOUR
The Clayton Mill is now rnni.ig full time manufacturing

The "C. P." Highest Patent Hard Wheat Flour.
The "Corona" High Patent Hard Wh-aFlour.
The "Princeps" Fancy Patent Hare Wh'at Flour.
And while we are making tLj prices low we cnarantee tn
Quality Second to Nene JMrrrchu C'jtcP , Fnlm Crmpetitors.
Our guarantee is stamped oi each and every sack so you
RUN NO RISK IN BUYING IT
Ask your dealer for Clayton Flour. , They' are all going
1
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LET US FIGURE YOUR BILLS, LARGE OR SMALL
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Otto-John-e-

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Sash, Doors,
Moldings, Roofing, Building Paper,
Beaver Wall Board
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TO HANDLE IT

Buy our Corn Meal, Graham. M
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run Bran, Fancy While Shorts,
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Clayton Milling
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We are now located in the
MISSON THEATER
BUILDING

O F.
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and it will be a pleasure to
welcome our friends.
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East, New Mexico Principal Meridian.
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2.00 23, in Block 952
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investígalo
the special advantages we oiu r in your Inril.Iinpr operations.
Come in and p-- our fiirca-s- ee
how little it will cost now to
build that new barn, granary, shed or implement house.
Get the benefit of our Tree service.
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For the Best"

S, M. Osborn, Manager

Phone 3.
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See us before buying.
Our prices are best.
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The Sepd Hopper and Spoit being
mounted on the beam eliminates
.
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raised with the beam and are
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the spout enables the operator
to see tlie seed passing down,
l'lanting distances may be
varied 12 to Sisi inches.

m

The Disc Covers are held firmly in the ground

by spring pressure, allowing tlicm to rid over ulistriclionv
and to nli.miid to pMtii.u. Tlioy uve n.iju ti.''e i( - J. pili,
lvidt'ii and
,
;Le. ii':.cj
tl:
to
Ny.
ris'i. Si'ivH ('oven ii;r;,:j. J !' ,' .;.!.
,.-

a:i,-;!-

oper-tto-

27. 1916.

Variable Drop, controlled by a
hand lever conveniently placed
near the hopper isures accurate dropping. 'An' opening in

',.15
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NOTICE OF CONTEST
C 5879

Department of the Interior, U. S,
Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Jan,

in

S

Miss Lena Wolf ord left Tuesday for
Mineral Wells, where she will spend
She will be much
several months.
missed among the young folks of the

si-- l

j.i.-i-

2

S
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To Charles Arn, of Dale, N. M.,
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Tillman L. Moore who gives Clayton,
New Mexico, care L. W. Kingdom, as
address, did on Dec. 24,
his post-offi1915, file in this office his duly corroborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation of your homestead entry No., Serial No. 014288
made Jan. 8, 1912, for NWÍ4 section
19, Township 18N., Range 34E., N.
M. P., Meridian, and as grounds for
his contest he alleges that said
Charles Arn, has failed to comply
with the requirements of the law as
to residence, improvements, and cultivation, and has failed to establish
residence and has abandoned the said
land for more than six months last
past.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
to be heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, speéifiically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you have served a
copy of your answer on the said con
testant either in person or by reg.
istered mail.
You should state in your answer
the name of the post office to which
you desire future notices to be sent

improve-

ments and cultivation and has never
established residence upon said land
and has abandoned snid land for more
than six months last past.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry
will be canceled without further right
to be heard, either before this office
or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
office within twenty days after the
FOURTH publication of this notice,
as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically responding to these
allegations of contest, together with
due proof that you have served a
copy of your answer on the said contestant either in person or by reg
istered mail.
You should state in your answer
the name of the post office to which
you desire future notices to be sent
to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Date of publications, Feb.
10-1-

21, March

2. -

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico, County of
Union.

In the District Court of Union
County, Eighth Judicial District of
New Mexico.
Epimenio J. Sanchez,
Plaintiff,
vs

No. 1802

Carmelita Cierra Sanchez
Defendant,
The said defendant, Carmelita Cier
ra

Sanchez,

is hereby

notilied

that

suit in Divorce has been com
menced against you in the District
Court of Union County, Eighth Ju
dicial District of the State of New
Mexico, by said Plaintiff, Epimenio J.
Sanchez, Jr., wherein the plaintiff alleges that he was deserted and abanto you.
doned by the said defendant on SepPAZ VALVERDE, Register, tember, 5, 1914 and that such deserDate of publications, Feb.
tion and abandonment continues down
24, March 2.
to the date of the filing of this action,
and wherein the plaintiff prays for a
divorce from the defendant, as more
NOTICE OF CONTEST
fully set forth in the bill of com
C5880
plaint filed in said action and that
Department of the Interior, U.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Jan unless you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance in said suit on or
27, 1916.
To Frank Powell, of Dale, N. M, before the 30th day of Marsh, A. D.,
and
1916, decree
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Till Judgment by Default therein will be
man L. Moore, who gives Clayton rendered against you.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
N. M., in care of L. W. Kingdom, as
his post office address, did on Dec set my hand and the seal of said
ember 24, 1915, file in this office his Court at Clayton. New Mexico this
duly corroborated application to con 8th day of February, A. D., 1916.
Juan J. Duran, Clerk,
test and secure the cancellation of
Seal
your homestead entry, Serial No
By Ethel Stewart,
012183, made September 28, 1910, for
Deputy.
Section 18, Township 18n
SW
Range 34e., N. M. P. Meridian, and O. P. Easterwood, Esq.,
Clayton, New Mexico,
as grounds for his contest he allege
Attorney for Plaintiff.
that said Frank Powell, has failed
March-- 2
Feb.
to comply with the requirements of

Herzstein Seed Co.

H.

the law as to residence and

10-1-

TRAMPEROS
"What's the matAn Afterthought
ter, Bobbie?"
"Please, auntie I don't like my
J. W. Lettrell made a business trip
We are importuned by the editors,
cake."
to Clayton Thursday.
who are actuated by the best of mo"Well, dear, you don't have to eat
Sunday School was well attended
tives, namely the prosperity of the it."
Sunday. The hour was changed from
school, and for the information of the
"But, auntie, I have eaten it."
2 o'clock p. m., in stead of 3 p. m.
people, to write accounts of our doFacts and Fancies.
ings each week. But we naturally
H. Mercer and family took dinner
do not have many adventures, and we
with C. W.. Roush and family Sunday.
can only record our scholastic doings,
Tact Hub I told Bohrsum that we
G. A. Weckel attended church at
which may seem prosey enough.
might drop in on them tonight
Hayden Sunday.
Wifie Oh, fudge! You .know I
C. L. Fitzgerald and son Sherman,
want to visit those people, and are on the sick list.
don't
gave
lyceum
man,
Mr. Gable, the
I can't see why you do.
Mr3. S. P. Powell left for Raton
talks to all the rooms on Friday.
Hub I don't, I told them that, so Saturday to spend a few weeks with
that we can stay at home tonight ner daUghter,
Our opening exercises in all the
without iear oi naving inem drop in
c W Roush and Mark Luttrell
rooms are spirited and well conducted
on us. Boston Transcript.
went to Clayton Saturday.
Henry Hammer called on H. G.
The current event feature is a live
Magruder
Sunday evening.
one, and it would be difficult to find
Realism "First really realistic novbetter thinkers than are most of those el I ever read." "What's so realistic
who take part from the eighth grade about it?"
and the high school.
"Didn't you notice? The heroine
does about six times as much talking
as the hero." Kansas City Journal.
We have direct word from our
friend Mr. Isaacs, that he wants all
What She Meantr-"S- he
talks at
the children to skate in his new ware
house on Saturday afternoon. We different times of 'my maid,' 'my
cook,' 'my laundress,' " said the woman
certainly appreciate his invitation.
with the mackinaw.
"Has she actually so many servWe are especially pleased this year
ants?"
with the thinking powers of those in
"No," said the accompanying male
the high school and of those who are person, "she means that her hired
to be in next year now' in the eighth girl is a lightning change artist."
Our SERVICE is tbe distinctive
grade. These yqung people are des Detroit Saturday Night.
office. It will pay you to prove
tined to De a lorce in the community.
SCHOOL NOTES

j

4,

Our Job Printery is Complete
feature of our
our statement
witb a trial. Orders received by mail will receive tbe same careful attention as tbougb
you bad banded tbem in personally.
We handle a full line of Legal Blanks and solicit your order, either by mail or in person.
Standard prices. Our equipment enables, us to
serve you with DISPATCH. Don't wait a week
Get that order FROM US TOCO PRONTO."

V

.
Fuzzby Yes, she's a
Conscience
The school bell fell from its
nice girl, but if you marry her in the
on Wednesday, and luckily went hope
that one day she'll come into a
no farther than the roof. Examina fortune, won't your conscience trouble
tion showed an old crack in the iron

that had held up the bell for a score
of years.

you?
Sportlove Oh, no! Not if she really
gets the money. New York Globe.

We have but few visitors. We know
Protective I don't like to have my
everyone is too busy to come, or else husband prop up a newspaper at the
he thinks we are doing well enough. breakfast table. Do you?"
We will say that our school is get"Oh, I don't know. It keeps the
ting better each year. Our attendance grapefruit from spattering as far as
is better, we have less tardiness, the it otherwise might." Jouisville
pupils require less discipline and the
teachers seem to be ever working

harder.

X

(This and
composed

many other ads in this issue were
on our new Model 1 5 Linotype)

1
X

.

A Bet Dolly And you tell me that
you have graduated from the school
We are holding teachers' meetings of experience?
Cholly Ah, yes.
weekly for the discussion of methods
Dolly I'll bet it was a night school.
and management, and sometimes psyTiger.
chology comes in for a share of dis
cussion. The teachers all attend and
are enthusiastic in their praise of the
Percy's . Idea Mother My dear
work being done. We are trying to Percy, now that you have left college,
make the work as practical as pos you must really begin looking for
sible. The teachers feel that if they some sort of employment
are to advance professionally they
Percy But don't you think, moth
should enter Into this work.
er, it would be more dignified to wait
until the offers begin to come in?
J . W. THOMPSON, .
Dallr.s News.
Superintendent.
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"It Pays to Advertise"

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
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MERCANTILE GOMPAIT

OTTO-JOMSO- N

quality

low price

EVERYTHING TO EAT AND WEAR

STORE

MAKERS

IF IT S IN CLAYTON WE HAVE IT

Lowing

new spri

off

ear

Keady--io

Our buyer has just returned from the eastern markets where he purchased with great care the
newest and best styles in all kinds of
daily

are receiving

Ready-to-we-

goods for Women,

ar

Girls and Children.

We

shipments of these goods and cordially invite you to come in and look them
It will at least be worth your while

over whether you are reády . to buy or not.

to inspect

the new styles.

u 34105
Among the new goods that have already arrived are some stylish and inexpensive
in assorted

Coats for Girls and Ladies

sport

color combinations and plaids at

$3.50 and $4.00
A

pretty line of Shirt Waists in the newest styles, colors and materials, also in white.
Prices 75c to $4.00

The new shapes

for women and girls in all the new color combinations

in Auto Caps

75c to $1.50
New Neckwear, Handbags, Hair Ornaments, Boudoir Caps, Etc.

We Sell For Less
The
Mercantile Company Stores are quoting prices that we think you cannot afford to pass
without due consideration.
However, items quoted each week in this paper are only a few compared with many of the values to
be had at our store. In fact, we sell every item for less than other stores, made possible by our great
selling power and our great system of scientific merchandising and puts us in a class by ourselves.
Otto-Johns-

on

Sugar

Syrup

We have just purchased a large car load
of Eagle brand Sugar, the best on earth

a load of Green Label Velva Cane
Syrup put up in Seal tight Sanitary Cans
direct from the sugar cane field.
Also

put up in 25 pound and 50 pound and
100 pound bags. Don't forget we are
headquarters for it.

Clayton's Low Price

-

MER. CO.

OTTO-JOHNSO- N

Mailers

w-

Watch our window for special prices.

Where Everything is Fair and Square
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Clayton's
Largest Store1

